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Experiments in Hele-Shaw cells are used to mimic the problem of Rayleigh-Taylor instability in confined porous media.
Rayleigh- Taylor instability phenomena arise when a layer of heavy fluid sits on top of a layer of a lighter fluid. The
flow is initially controlled by diffusion, but rather quickly the action of gravity produces efficient fluid mixing in the
entire domain. Small fluctuations of the interface separating the two fluid layers produce larger structures that eventually
drive the flow into a nonlinear convective stage. The competition between buoyancy and diffusion is measured by the
Rayleigh-Darcy number, the value of which controls the entire dynamics of the flow. We employ an optical method to
obtain accurate measurements of the solute concentration [1, 3] and we perform experiments for a wide range of Rayleigh-
Darcy numbers. The fluids consist of water and an aqueous solution of potassium permanganate. We characterize the flow
evolution with the mixing length (a suitably defined extension of the mixing region) and with the degree of mixing of
the two fluids. In this work, mixing is quantified by the mean scalar dissipation rate. The results obtained are compared
against previous experimental and numerical works [2, 4].
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Figure 1. Panels (a)-(d): Snapshots of the concentration field obtained experimentally for Ra = 19789. Panels (e)-(h): Snapshots of
the concentration field obtained numerically for Ra = 19953 [4]. The time instants at which the fields refer are explicitly indicated
on top of each panel. Note that experiments are realised in a cell of aspect ration 1, whereas the simulations are performed in wider
domains (aspect ratio ⇡/2). Therefore, for better visualisation, only a portion of the numerical domain with aspect ratio 1 is reported.
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Convection in porous media

Middleton et al., “ Visualizing brine 
channel development and convective
processes during artificial sea-ice growth
using Schlieren optical methods”. J. 
Glaciology (2016).

imposed experimental conditions, the timing of each stage of
the experiment, and the format of the results obtained.

An example image obtained using the traditional Schlieren
method is shown in Figure 5; a non-processed Schlieren image
(Fig. 5a) is shown with the equivalent processed image
(Fig. 5b) for comparison. The original cell temperature was
set to !1 °C and cooling initiated from the top of the cell at
a temperature of !20 °C. The top of the cell is !1 cm above
the observed field of view (FOV). In the original image,
brine rejection features are visible sinking from the ice layer.
By processing the image, these features become more
obvious and further details become evident, such as their in-
ternal structure. Particularly apparent is the difference in the
right-hand side of the FOV, where features that are not
clearly visible in the unprocessed image due to uneven light-
ing become visible in the processed image. Figure 6 andVideo
1 (supplementary material) show the evolution of the
dynamics as imaged with the traditional Schlieren technique.

With the addition of an extra light source, as detailed in
Section 2.3 (the adapted Schlieren technique), even more
details become apparent. As seen in Figure 7 and Video 2

Fig. 5. Traditional Schlieren images of brine rejection from a
growing ice layer. (a) Unprocessed image, ice is the dark area at
the top of the image. Brine rejection is visible due to areas of
differing luminosity, which outlines thin streamers sinking from the
ice/water interface into the underlying water layer. (b) Processed
image, normalized to a reference image (taken before cooling
began) and enhanced in post-processing. More details of the
streamers are visible. FOV is 9.5 cm ! 12.5 cm.

Fig. 6. Time series of processed traditional Schlieren images during cooling and ice growth. The starting temperature of the cell was!1 °C, the
temperature imposed at the top of the cell was !20 °C. Ice is visible as the dark area at top of image, which increases in thickness over time.
Brine rejection features are visible under the ice layer, with short fingers (a) joined by longer streamers over time. The average distance
between the streamers increases with time. Multiple generations of streamers are visible in (e) and (f), with more dissipated streamers (i.e.
wider and less luminosity difference) followed by tighter streamers with higher luminosity differences. Highlighted features in (b–d) show
mushroom shaped heads of the streamers, as well as merging and tip splitting events. The images are normalized by subtracting a
reference image and the contrast enhanced in post-processing. FOV is 9.5 cm ! 12.5 cm.
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Sea ice formation Groundwater flows
Simmons et al., “Variable-
density groundwater flow and 
solute transport in 
heterogeneous porous media: 
approaches, resolutions and 
future challenges,” J. Contam. 
Hydrol. (2001). 

Molen et al., “Transport of 
solutes in soils and aquifers,” 
J. Hydrol. (1988). 

LeBlanc, Sewage plume in a 
sand and gravel aquifer, Cape 
Cod, Massachusetts (US 
Geological Survey, 1984). 

Figure 1. Snapshots of the (a–e) experimental and (f–i) numerical results for the dissolution of CO2/MEG in a water satu-
rated porous medium. The unprocessed experimental image (shown in Figure 1a) shows the mixing of a MEG solution with
63 wt% ethylene!glycol (blue) in a porous medium of size 1.4 ! 40 ! 80 cm (black bar shown for scale in Figure 1a is 5 cm)
with a Rayleigh number of Ra = 5.9 ! 105. The dye intensity allows a corresponding map of concentration to be produced
(Figure 1b). Figures 1b–1d show concentration maps taken at t = 10, 40 and 70 minutes. Horizontal averages of these concen-
tration maps produce the width!averaged concentration profiles (Figure 1e) at times t = 10 (blue), 40 (red) and 70 minutes
(black). Concentration maps taken from a numerical simulation with Ra = 2 ! 104 are shown in Figures 1f–1h. The width!
averaged concentration profiles shown in Figure 1i are plotted at t = 3.1 (blue), 6.4 (red) and 9.6 (black). The width!averaged
experimental and numerical profiles allow a quantitative measure of the interface velocity and hence the convective flux.

Figure 2. The density of methanol and ethylene!glycol (MEG) mixed with water, for MEG solutions with different wt%
ethylene!glycol. The maximum density difference between MEG and water is given by Dr, at concentration Dc.

NEUFELD ET AL.: CONVECTIVE DISSOLUTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE L22404L22404
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Neufeld, J. A. et al. ‘Convective dissolution of carbon dioxide in saline 
aquifers.’ Geophys. Res. Lett. (2010).
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Transition from two- to three-dimensional flows

Ra H*

g

De Paoli et al. II METHODOLOGY

E# # !M CM �⇢ Ra

[�C] [-] [kg/m3] [kg/m3] [-]

E1 24.0± 0.5 (1.41± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 1.427± 0.006 1.132± 0.002 (4.39± 0.08)⇥ 103

E2 19.0± 0.5 (2.30± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 2.316± 0.006 1.805± 0.002 (7.00± 0.12)⇥ 103

E3 21.0± 0.5 (3.94± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 3.949± 0.007 3.099± 0.004 (1.20± 0.02)⇥ 104

E4 23.5± 0.5 (6.42± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 6.441± 0.008 5.101± 0.008 (1.98± 0.03)⇥ 104

E5 21.0± 0.5 (1.08± 0.001)⇥ 10�2 10.824± 0.010 8.495± 0.013 (3.30± 0.06)⇥ 104

E6 21.0± 0.5 (1.76± 0.001)⇥ 10�2 17.828± 0.015 13.996± 0.025 (5.43± 0.09)⇥ 104

TABLE I. List of flow parameters, solution properties and corresponding uncertainties. Di↵erent
realizations have been performed for all the Rayleigh numbers, Ra. Ambient temperature (#) is
reported, as well as solution mass fraction (!M ), concentration (CM ) and corresponding density
di↵erence (�⇢). The dimensions of the cell are kept constant for all the experiments (H ⇥H, with
H = (87± 0.5) mm, thickness b = (300± 10) µm). Fluid properties are discussed in Sec. II B.

D. Numerical simulations and dimensionless variables

To assess the mixing layer scaling laws, we wish to make a direct comparison of the present
experimental results with direct numerical simulations of convection in two-dimensional
porous media [4, 23]. We perform this comparison in the range 347 Ra  19953, for which
a very good overlap of the governing parameters exists between experiments and simulations.
To make the paper self-contained, we recall next the governing equations and the numerical
details.

An isotropic and homogeneous vertical porous slab with permeability k and porosity � is
considered. The porous domain is initially saturated with two miscible fluids having same
viscosity (µ) but di↵erent density, arranged such that the heavy fluid (density ⇢M) tops the
lighter one (density ⇢0). This unstable configuration replicates exactly the one sketched in
Fig. 1(b). As done in the experiments, the density di↵erence is induced by the presence
of a solute, with maximum solute concentration C = CM in the upper layer and minimum
solute concentration C = 0 in the lower layer. The flow is assumed to be incompressible and
controlled by the Darcy’s law:
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where u and w are the horizontal (x) and vertical (z) velocity components, while p and ⇢

are the local pressure and density, respectively. We consider that the Oberbeck-Boussinesq
approximation applies: This is a reasonable assumption for geophysical problems such as
geological carbon dioxide sequestration [35]. In addition, we consider that the density of
the mixture is a linear function of the solute concentration C [see Eq. (5)], and that the
following transport equation for C holds:
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C ＝ 1

C*＝ 0
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• Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability
• Two fluids of different density
• Unstable configuration
• Time-dependent flow dynamics

• Homogeneous and isotropic porous medium
• Incompressible flow
• Low-Reynolds number (Darcy flow)
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a stable configuration, and by di↵usion, which acts to reduce local concentration gradients
and increase the mixing of solute in the domain. The relative importance of these two con-
tributions can be estimated by the Rayleigh-Darcy number, which represents the governing
dimensionless parameter of the system, and is defined as:

Ra =
UH

�D
=

H

`
, (1)

with:

U =
g�⇢k

µ
, ` =

�D

U
, (2)

the buoyancy velocity and the length scale over which advection and di↵usion balance,
respectively [24]. The length scale ` is particularly important when a comparison among
systems having di↵erent Rayleigh numbers is required. Permeability k and porosity � are
the characteristic properties of the porous medium mimicked by the Hele-Shaw cell. In our
experiments, k = b

2
/12 and � = 1. An additional parameter describing the geometry of the

cell is the anisotropy ratio:

✏ =
bp
12H

. (3)

It was shown [20, 21, 25] that the flow behaviour within thin confined fluid layers depends on
the value of ✏2Ra. In particular, the flow obtained experimentally will be of the Darcy-type
(purely two-dimensional) if ✏2Ra ! 0, of the Hele-Shaw-type (two-dimensional but with
influence of the third dimension) if ✏2Ra < 1 and three-dimensional if ✏2Ra > 1. We will
demonstrate in Sec. II C that present experiments fall completely in the Hele-Shaw regime.

Finally, we are interested in examining a system with boundaries that are impermeable
to both fluid and solute. Hence, the following conditions are imposed along the cell walls:

u · n = 0 ,
@C

@n
= 0 , (4)

with n the unit vector perpendicular to the boundary.

B. Experimental setup

We used a transparent Hele-Shaw cell (Polymethyl Methacrylate - PMMA - thick-
ness 8 mm). The wall-normal depth of the fluid layer is constant for all the experiments
performed and corresponds to the value b = 300 µm. An impermeable rubber (Klinger-sil
C-4400, thickness 300 µm), is placed between the two acrylic plates, and is used to seal the
region containing the fluid but also as a spacer between the cells surfaces. The sealing is
laser-cut so that the domain investigated is a square of side H = 87 mm. On each side, the
midpoints are connected to pipes that allow the cell filling/emptying process. The trans-
parent sheets and the gasket are held in place by an outer metal frame and a set of 10 bolts,
which are tightened with the same torque, to prevent the formation of a non-uniform film
thickness. The experimental apparatus is represented in Fig. 1(a). Backlighting is provided
to the cell by a tunable LED system (150 lamps covered by a di↵using glass). Finally,
the evolution of the flow is recorded by a digital sCMOS camera (FlowSense USB 2M-165,
Dantec Dynamics). The imaging system and settings will be described in detail in Sec. II C.
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Ultimately, the velocity of a light fluid parcel 
should not exceed the buoyancy velocity

as a result of balance between gravity and 
friction
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E# # !M CM �⇢ Ra

[�C] [-] [kg/m3] [kg/m3] [-]

E1 24.0± 0.5 (1.41± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 1.427± 0.006 1.132± 0.002 (4.39± 0.08)⇥ 103

E2 19.0± 0.5 (2.30± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 2.316± 0.006 1.805± 0.002 (7.00± 0.12)⇥ 103

E3 21.0± 0.5 (3.94± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 3.949± 0.007 3.099± 0.004 (1.20± 0.02)⇥ 104

E4 23.5± 0.5 (6.42± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 6.441± 0.008 5.101± 0.008 (1.98± 0.03)⇥ 104

E5 21.0± 0.5 (1.08± 0.001)⇥ 10�2 10.824± 0.010 8.495± 0.013 (3.30± 0.06)⇥ 104

E6 21.0± 0.5 (1.76± 0.001)⇥ 10�2 17.828± 0.015 13.996± 0.025 (5.43± 0.09)⇥ 104

TABLE I. List of flow parameters, solution properties and corresponding uncertainties. Di↵erent
realizations have been performed for all the Rayleigh numbers, Ra. Ambient temperature (#) is
reported, as well as solution mass fraction (!M ), concentration (CM ) and corresponding density
di↵erence (�⇢). The dimensions of the cell are kept constant for all the experiments (H ⇥H, with
H = (87± 0.5) mm, thickness b = (300± 10) µm). Fluid properties are discussed in Sec. II B.

D. Numerical simulations and dimensionless variables

To assess the mixing layer scaling laws, we wish to make a direct comparison of the present
experimental results with direct numerical simulations of convection in two-dimensional
porous media [4, 23]. We perform this comparison in the range 347 Ra  19953, for which
a very good overlap of the governing parameters exists between experiments and simulations.
To make the paper self-contained, we recall next the governing equations and the numerical
details.

An isotropic and homogeneous vertical porous slab with permeability k and porosity � is
considered. The porous domain is initially saturated with two miscible fluids having same
viscosity (µ) but di↵erent density, arranged such that the heavy fluid (density ⇢M) tops the
lighter one (density ⇢0). This unstable configuration replicates exactly the one sketched in
Fig. 1(b). As done in the experiments, the density di↵erence is induced by the presence
of a solute, with maximum solute concentration C = CM in the upper layer and minimum
solute concentration C = 0 in the lower layer. The flow is assumed to be incompressible and
controlled by the Darcy’s law:
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where u and w are the horizontal (x) and vertical (z) velocity components, while p and ⇢

are the local pressure and density, respectively. We consider that the Oberbeck-Boussinesq
approximation applies: This is a reasonable assumption for geophysical problems such as
geological carbon dioxide sequestration [35]. In addition, we consider that the density of
the mixture is a linear function of the solute concentration C [see Eq. (5)], and that the
following transport equation for C holds:
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a stable configuration, and by di↵usion, which acts to reduce local concentration gradients
and increase the mixing of solute in the domain. The relative importance of these two con-
tributions can be estimated by the Rayleigh-Darcy number, which represents the governing
dimensionless parameter of the system, and is defined as:

Ra =
UH

�D
=

H

`
, (1)

with:

U =
g�⇢k

µ
, ` =

�D

U
, (2)

the buoyancy velocity and the length scale over which advection and di↵usion balance,
respectively [24]. The length scale ` is particularly important when a comparison among
systems having di↵erent Rayleigh numbers is required. Permeability k and porosity � are
the characteristic properties of the porous medium mimicked by the Hele-Shaw cell. In our
experiments, k = b

2
/12 and � = 1. An additional parameter describing the geometry of the

cell is the anisotropy ratio:

✏ =
bp
12H

. (3)

It was shown [20, 21, 25] that the flow behaviour within thin confined fluid layers depends on
the value of ✏2Ra. In particular, the flow obtained experimentally will be of the Darcy-type
(purely two-dimensional) if ✏2Ra ! 0, of the Hele-Shaw-type (two-dimensional but with
influence of the third dimension) if ✏2Ra < 1 and three-dimensional if ✏2Ra > 1. We will
demonstrate in Sec. II C that present experiments fall completely in the Hele-Shaw regime.

Finally, we are interested in examining a system with boundaries that are impermeable
to both fluid and solute. Hence, the following conditions are imposed along the cell walls:

u · n = 0 ,
@C

@n
= 0 , (4)

with n the unit vector perpendicular to the boundary.

B. Experimental setup

We used a transparent Hele-Shaw cell (Polymethyl Methacrylate - PMMA - thick-
ness 8 mm). The wall-normal depth of the fluid layer is constant for all the experiments
performed and corresponds to the value b = 300 µm. An impermeable rubber (Klinger-sil
C-4400, thickness 300 µm), is placed between the two acrylic plates, and is used to seal the
region containing the fluid but also as a spacer between the cells surfaces. The sealing is
laser-cut so that the domain investigated is a square of side H = 87 mm. On each side, the
midpoints are connected to pipes that allow the cell filling/emptying process. The trans-
parent sheets and the gasket are held in place by an outer metal frame and a set of 10 bolts,
which are tightened with the same torque, to prevent the formation of a non-uniform film
thickness. The experimental apparatus is represented in Fig. 1(a). Backlighting is provided
to the cell by a tunable LED system (150 lamps covered by a di↵using glass). Finally,
the evolution of the flow is recorded by a digital sCMOS camera (FlowSense USB 2M-165,
Dantec Dynamics). The imaging system and settings will be described in detail in Sec. II C.
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E# # !M CM �⇢ Ra

[�C] [-] [kg/m3] [kg/m3] [-]

E1 24.0± 0.5 (1.41± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 1.427± 0.006 1.132± 0.002 (4.39± 0.08)⇥ 103

E2 19.0± 0.5 (2.30± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 2.316± 0.006 1.805± 0.002 (7.00± 0.12)⇥ 103

E3 21.0± 0.5 (3.94± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 3.949± 0.007 3.099± 0.004 (1.20± 0.02)⇥ 104

E4 23.5± 0.5 (6.42± 0.006)⇥ 10�3 6.441± 0.008 5.101± 0.008 (1.98± 0.03)⇥ 104

E5 21.0± 0.5 (1.08± 0.001)⇥ 10�2 10.824± 0.010 8.495± 0.013 (3.30± 0.06)⇥ 104

E6 21.0± 0.5 (1.76± 0.001)⇥ 10�2 17.828± 0.015 13.996± 0.025 (5.43± 0.09)⇥ 104

TABLE I. List of flow parameters, solution properties and corresponding uncertainties. Di↵erent
realizations have been performed for all the Rayleigh numbers, Ra. Ambient temperature (#) is
reported, as well as solution mass fraction (!M ), concentration (CM ) and corresponding density
di↵erence (�⇢). The dimensions of the cell are kept constant for all the experiments (H ⇥H, with
H = (87± 0.5) mm, thickness b = (300± 10) µm). Fluid properties are discussed in Sec. II B.

D. Numerical simulations and dimensionless variables

To assess the mixing layer scaling laws, we wish to make a direct comparison of the present
experimental results with direct numerical simulations of convection in two-dimensional
porous media [4, 23]. We perform this comparison in the range 347 Ra  19953, for which
a very good overlap of the governing parameters exists between experiments and simulations.
To make the paper self-contained, we recall next the governing equations and the numerical
details.

An isotropic and homogeneous vertical porous slab with permeability k and porosity � is
considered. The porous domain is initially saturated with two miscible fluids having same
viscosity (µ) but di↵erent density, arranged such that the heavy fluid (density ⇢M) tops the
lighter one (density ⇢0). This unstable configuration replicates exactly the one sketched in
Fig. 1(b). As done in the experiments, the density di↵erence is induced by the presence
of a solute, with maximum solute concentration C = CM in the upper layer and minimum
solute concentration C = 0 in the lower layer. The flow is assumed to be incompressible and
controlled by the Darcy’s law:
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where u and w are the horizontal (x) and vertical (z) velocity components, while p and ⇢

are the local pressure and density, respectively. We consider that the Oberbeck-Boussinesq
approximation applies: This is a reasonable assumption for geophysical problems such as
geological carbon dioxide sequestration [35]. In addition, we consider that the density of
the mixture is a linear function of the solute concentration C [see Eq. (5)], and that the
following transport equation for C holds:
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FIG.1.(a)Sketchofthecomputationaldomainwithexplicitindicationoftheboundaryconditions.
ThecontourmapofthesoluteconcentrationC(x,z,t̃)foragiventimeinstantt=t̃isalsoshownto
provideaqualitativepictureofthedynamicsforthepresentphysicalconfiguration.(b)Horizontallyaveraged
concentrationprofileC(z,t̃)atthesametimeinstantt̃consideredin(a).Theinstantaneousmixinglengthhis
explicitlyindicatedastheextensionofthetip-to-rearfingerregion(dashedlines).

notexplicitlyappearinginthegoverningequations(7)–(9),thisparameterentersthepictureasthe
dimensionlessheightofthedomain.

Impermeableboundaryconditions(i.e.,no-fluxconditions)forbothfluidandsoluteareimposed
atthetopandbottomhorizontalboundaries,whereasperiodicityisappliedatthesideboundaries
(alongx).Indimensionlessform,theseboundaryconditionsbecome

w=0,
!C
!z

=0forz=0,z=Ra0.(11)

AkeyquantitythatisusuallyintroducedtodescribethedynamicsofRTinstabilityisthe
mixinglengthh![5,27,42,43],whichrepresentstheaveragecrest-to-throatdistanceofthedeformed
liquid-liquidinterface.Thisquantitycanbedefinedbasedonthelocal[43](i.e.,threshold)or
global[44](i.e.,integral)valueoftheconcentrationfieldC(x,z,t).FollowingDeWit[43],we
identifythedimensionlessmixinglengthhastheregionwhere"<C(z,t)<1"",withC(z,t)=
1/L

!L
0C(x,z,t)dxtheconcentrationfieldaveragedalongthehorizontaldirectionx,"=10"2

asmalltoleranceparameter,andL=L!/#!thedimensionlesslayerextensioninthehorizontal
directionx.FurtherdetailsonalternativedefinitionsofthemixinglengthareprovidedinSec.IV.
NotethatalocalRayleighnumber(alsocalledmixing,effective,orcurrentRayleighnumber)can
bedefinedusingh!(ratherthanH!)asthereferencelength:

Ra=
g$%!kh!

µ&D
=

h!

#!=h.(12)

ValuesofthelocalRayleighnumberrangebetween0!Ra!Ra0,withthisparameterbeing
convenientlyintroducedtocomparesystemsthatmightbegloballydifferent,butlocallysimilar,
sincetheyarecharacterizedbythesameextensionofthemixingregion(i.e.,sameh).Asketchof
thecomputationaldomainisshowninFig.1(a)togetherwithaninstantaneouscontourmapofthe
concentrationfieldatagivenRa0soastogiveaflavoroftheevolutionoftheflow[Fig.1(a)]and
oftheflowparameters[Fig.1(b)].

Thegoverningequations(7)–(9)havebeensolvedwithapseudospectralChebyshev-Taumethod
employingadiscreteFouriertransforminthehorizontaldirectionandChebyshevpolynomialsin
theverticaldirection[24,40,45].Weperformednumericalsimulationsfordifferentvaluesofthe
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the computational domain with explicit indication of the boundary conditions.
The contour map of the solute concentration C(x, z, t̃ ) for a given time instant t = t̃ is also shown to
provide a qualitative picture of the dynamics for the present physical configuration. (b) Horizontally averaged
concentration profile C(z, t̃ ) at the same time instant t̃ considered in (a). The instantaneous mixing length h is
explicitly indicated as the extension of the tip-to-rear finger region (dashed lines).

not explicitly appearing in the governing equations (7)–(9), this parameter enters the picture as the
dimensionless height of the domain.

Impermeable boundary conditions (i.e., no-flux conditions) for both fluid and solute are imposed
at the top and bottom horizontal boundaries, whereas periodicity is applied at the side boundaries
(along x). In dimensionless form, these boundary conditions become

w = 0,
!C
!z

= 0 for z = 0, z = Ra0. (11)

A key quantity that is usually introduced to describe the dynamics of RT instability is the
mixing length h! [5,27,42,43], which represents the average crest-to-throat distance of the deformed
liquid-liquid interface. This quantity can be defined based on the local [43] (i.e., threshold) or
global [44] (i.e., integral) value of the concentration field C(x, z, t ). Following De Wit [43], we
identify the dimensionless mixing length h as the region where " < C(z, t ) < 1 " ", with C(z, t ) =
1/L

! L
0 C(x, z, t )dx the concentration field averaged along the horizontal direction x, " = 10"2

a small tolerance parameter, and L = L!/#! the dimensionless layer extension in the horizontal
direction x. Further details on alternative definitions of the mixing length are provided in Sec. IV.
Note that a local Rayleigh number (also called mixing, effective, or current Rayleigh number) can
be defined using h! (rather than H!) as the reference length:

Ra = g$%!kh!

µ&D
= h!

#! = h. (12)

Values of the local Rayleigh number range between 0 ! Ra ! Ra0, with this parameter being
conveniently introduced to compare systems that might be globally different, but locally similar,
since they are characterized by the same extension of the mixing region (i.e., same h). A sketch of
the computational domain is shown in Fig. 1(a) together with an instantaneous contour map of the
concentration field at a given Ra0 so as to give a flavor of the evolution of the flow [Fig. 1(a)] and
of the flow parameters [Fig. 1(b)].

The governing equations (7)–(9) have been solved with a pseudospectral Chebyshev-Tau method
employing a discrete Fourier transform in the horizontal direction and Chebyshev polynomials in
the vertical direction [24,40,45]. We performed numerical simulations for different values of the
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Scaling for the mixing length

Simulations
De Paoli, Zonta & Soldati, Phys. Rev. Fluids (2019) 
Boffetta et al., Phys. Rev. Fluids (2020, 2021)
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FIG. 4. Evolution in time of the mixing length h (symbols) for all the values of the global Rayleigh number
Ra0 (explicitly indicated next to each curve) considered in this study. The proposed fitting (red solid line) and
the scaling laws (triangles) are also shown for comparison: During the diffusive stage h ! t1/2, whereas during
the asymptotic nonlinear convective stage h ! t! , with ! = 1.208 ± 0.008 (superlinear scaling). To emphasize
the proposed scaling law for the mixing length in the asymptotic nonlinear convective stage, a plot of h/t1.2 is
also shown in the inset.

stepwise profile, follows the analytical solution for the purely diffusive case

C(z, t ) = 1
2 [1 + erf(" )], (15)

where " = (z " Ra0 /2)/
#

4t . The corresponding mixing length, computed as explained in Sec. II,
becomes

h(t ) = z2 " z1 = "2
#

4t erf"1(2# " 1) (16)

$
#

4$ (1 " 2#)
#

t !
#

t . (17)

This theoretical behavior fits nicely the results of the numerical simulations during the initial stage
(see Fig. 4). A similar trend was recently observed by Gopalakrishnan et al. [5] in the same flow
configuration analyzed here. This trend was also recovered for the case of RT instability in pure
fluids and assuming different initial conditions by Biferale et al. [46].

After the initial stage dominated by diffusion, perturbations grow and the flow enters a long stage
dominated by convection and characterized by the appearance and corresponding development of
fingers (see also the description of the flow phenomenology provided in Sec. III A). A trend based
on data fitting has been proposed by Gopalakrishnan et al. [5], who found a linear scaling for
the growth of the mixing length in the convective stage. In this work, we are also able to come
to a more precise estimate of this scaling. We notice that the asymptotic behavior of the mixing
length (i.e., the behavior for t > 104, which can be attained only for Ra0 > 4 % 103) is apparently
universal but superlinear, being approximated by the power law h ! t! , with ! = 1.208 ± 0.008.
Therefore, to emphasize the robustness of the proposed scaling in the nonlinear convective stage,
we compute the quantity h/t1.2. Results are shown in the inset of Fig. 4. As expected, the rescaled
mixing length h/t1.2 relaxes onto an horizontal plateau, clearly indicating the attainment of such an
asymptotic regime. We have extensively tested the proposed scaling also changing the aspect ratio
of the domain in the range $/4 ! L/ Ra0 ! $/2 to be sure that this result is not influenced by the
domain size [47]. Note that there is an elusive region between the initial diffusion-dominated stage
and the final convection-dominated stage (103 < t < 104), during which the behavior of h slightly
depends on the value of Ra0 and cannot be easily parametrized.

023502-8
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h t ∼ t1.2 ≠ t
Anomalous scaling

Anomalous scaling is observed in 2D 
RT convection in porous media, but 
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Experimental setup

• Acquisition  rate: 0.2 fps, 2 Mpx
• KMnO4 in water
• Linear dependency #∗ $∗

Ra varied with !ρ"
Ra ∈ [4!103 ; 5.4!104]

2 M. De Paoli, M. Alipour and A. Soldati

importance to investigate geophysical subsurface flows such as water contamination
(Molen & Ommen 1988; LeBlanc 1984), petroleum migration (Simmons et al. 2001),
carbon sequestration (Huppert & Neufeld 2014; Emami-Meybodi et al. 2015) and sea
ice formation (Feltham et al. 2006; Wettlaufer et al. 1997). The main dimensionless
governing parameter of the flow is the Rayleigh-Darcy number (Ra), which stands for an
inverse di↵usivity, or for the relative strength of convection to di↵usion (Slim 2014) and
is defined as

Ra =
g�⇢

⇤
s
(b⇤)2H⇤

12µD
, (1.1)

where �⇢
⇤
s
is the density di↵erence between the solute-satured fluid and the pure fluid, g

is the acceleration due to gravity, b⇤ is the cell gap thickness, H⇤ is the cell height, D is
the molecular di↵usion coe�cient and µ is the dynamic viscosity. The Rayleigh-Bénard-
like system is analysed in terms of solute dissolution rate F (t), i.e. the amount of solute
dissolved per unit of area and time. Based on the time-dependent behaviour of F (t),
three di↵erent flow phases are defined: i) The flow is initially controlled by di↵usion,
ii) then an unstable layer builds up at the upper boundary and convective finger-like
structures form and control the evolution of the system and iii) finally shutdown of
convection takes place (Hewitt et al. 2013; Slim 2014; Emami-Meybodi et al. 2015).
Two-dimensional Darcy simulations have shown that, during the convection dominated
phase, the solute dissolution rate is independent of the Rayleigh-Darcy number (Pau
et al. 2010; Farajzadeh et al. 2013; Hewitt et al. 2013; Slim 2014; De Paoli et al.
2017). However, it is experimentally observed that in Hele-Shaw cells the quantity
F (t) is also weakly dependent on Ra (Backhaus et al. 2011; Tsai et al. 2013). In an
attempt to unravel this discrepancy, Hidalgo et al. (2012) investigated numerically the
time-dependent dissolution process in fluids characterised by concentration-dependent
viscosity and non-monotonic density-concentration curves: They concluded that the Ra-
dependent character of the dissolution flux observed experimentally is not motivated by
these two features. Subsequent studies focused on the influence of the geometry of the
domain on the features of the flow. In particular, with the aid of perturbation techniques
and numerical simulations, Letelier et al. (2019) investigated the e↵ect of the combined
action of the Rayleigh-Darcy number and the anisotropy ratio ✏ = b

⇤
/
p
12H⇤. They

identified three flow configurations, based on the value of the parameter ✏2Ra: i) Darcy
regime (✏2Ra ! 0), where the flow is two-dimensional and well described by Darcy
simulations, ii) Hele-Shaw regime (✏2Ra ⌧ 1), where the flow is still two-dimensional
but influenced by gap-induced dispersion, and iii) three-dimensional regime (✏2Ra � 1).
Object of this work, is to provide experimental ground to these recent findings, with a
further ambitious attempt of reconciling the di↵erent scaling laws of the solute dissolution
rate available from the literature. We will use a Hele-Shaw cell with variable gap and
variable height in Rayleigh-Bénard-like setup.
We introduce the experimental setup in §2. In §3, we present the experimental data for

the time-averaged dissolution rate hF i, and we confirm the existence of a threshold value
for ✏

2Ra above which the two-dimensional flow models fail. Finally, the implications of
present results for porous media flows are discussed in §4.

2. Methodology

We consider a rectangular domain initially filled with pure fluid. Solute concentration
is kept constant at the top wall, whereas the other boundaries are impermeable with
respect to fluid and solute fluxes. This setup is defined as Rayleigh-Bénard-like-like or

"ρ# ≤ 45 kg/m3
D=1.7!10$9m2/s
µ=9.2!10$! Pa s

&= 0.3 mm
' = 87 mm

fluid geometry

b

De Paoli et al.
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/∂
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0
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=
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m

H = 87 mm
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g

FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup. The Hele-Shaw cell is shown, with explicit indication of the
position of the connection gates (top, bottom, left and right, indicated as T, B, L, and R re-
spectively), sCMOS camera and backlight illumination. Fluids are supplied to the cell through a
system (sketched in Fig. 2) consisting of a pump, pipes and valves. The cell is aligned in the verti-
cal direction, namely parallel to the acceleration due to gravity, g. (b) Sketch of the experimental
domain with explicit indication of the boundary conditions (no flux of mass or solute through the
walls). The reference frame (x, z) as well as the initial position of the interface (red dashed line)
are indicated, with the heavy fluid (density ⇢M , concentration C = CM ) initially lying on top of
the lighter fluid (⇢0, C = 0). The background field consists of one of the images collected, and
provides a qualitative picture of the flow for the present physical configuration.

Next, we describe the fluids adopted and the processes of concentration reconstruction.150

The initial condition of the experiments is an unstable configuration in which a layer151

of heavy fluid sits on top of a layer of lighter fluid, these layers being initially unmixed.152

To realize this challenging configuration, we employ a circuit made of a pump, valves and153

pipes, represented in Fig. 2. This approach has already been used in previous studies [see154

26–28]. The entire system is initially filled with degassed water, to minimize the formation155

of bubbles. Then the cell is filled with the working fluids, which are driven by a peristaltic156

pump (Watson-Marlow 502 S) with the valves in “loading mode”. In this configuration, the157

pump is able to inject degassed water and a homogeneous solution of KMnO4 (concentration158

CM) from two separated containers into the cell. Specifically, the solution and the water159

are injected from the top and bottom gates of the cell, indicated with (T) and (B) in160

Fig. 2. In this configuration, the valves connected to the left and right gates of the cell161

(L and R, in Fig. 2) are both open and allow the mixture of water and solution to leave162

the cell and be disposed in a residue container. Therefore, a flow from the top/bottom163

walls towards the left/right wall takes place, as indicated by the red and black arrows in164

Fig. 2. As a result, a sharp interface forms between the two liquid layers, while the vertical165

concentration gradient makes the fluid-fluid di↵usive interface smoother. The competition166

between horizontal advection and vertical di↵usion determines the interface thickness, which167
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Quantitative concentration measurementsDe Paoli et al.

FIG. 3. Reconstruction of the concentration field. (a) Raw image consists of a light intensity
distribution, I. (b) Upon processing to remove light intensity noises, scratches and non-uniformities
of backlight illumination (see [33] for further details), the dimensionless concentration field is
obtained. To visualise the interface between the two fluids, corresponding to the fingers, three
iso-contours of normalised concentration are shown, corresponding to C

⇤ = C/CM = 0.3 (blue),
0.5 (red) and 0.7 (green).

being derived from Eq. (A1) as:225

��⇢ =

vuut
�
@f

@#
�#

�2
+
�
@f

@C
⇢�!

�2

1�
�
!

@f

@C

�2 , (7)

where �# is given by the instrument (0.5�C). To use Eq. (7), the uncertainty on the concen-226

tration must be known. This is computed from Eq. (A2) as:227

�C =
p
!2(�⇢)2 + ⇢2(�!)2. (8)

The mass fraction, !, defined as the ratio between the mass of solute and the mass of228

solution, is determined measuring first the mass of water (mw) and then the overall mass of229

solution (msol), i.e. ! = (msol �mw)/msol. As a result, the uncertainty �! reads as:230

�!

!
=

1� !

!

s✓
�msol

msol

◆2

+

✓
�mw

mw

◆2

, (9)

with �mw = �msol = 0.001 g (high-precision scale, Sartorius Acculab Atilon model ATL-231

423-I, ±0.001 g). The list of the solution properties, flow parameters and corresponding232

uncertainties is reported in Tab. I. We observe that, since both thickness and cell height do233

not change in the experiments, the anisotropy ratio defined in Eq. (3) is constant and equal234

to ✏ ⇡ 10�3. Based on the range of Rayleigh numbers we considered (see Tab. I), we obtain235

4.4⇥10�3  ✏
2
Ra  5.4⇥10�2, which is well within the limits of the Hele-Shaw flow regime.236
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Qualitative flow dynamics
experiments simulations

De Paoli, Zonta & Soldati, Phys. Rev. Fluids (2019a,b) De Paoli, Perissutti, Marchioli & Soldati, arXiv (2022)
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Qualitative flow dynamicsDe Paoli et al.
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FIG. 4. Snapshots of the dimensionless concentration field obtained experimentally (a-d) and nu-
merically (e-h). The experiment (E4 in Tab. I,Ra = 19789) is compared vis-á-vis against numerical
simulations performed atRa = 19953 by De Paoli et al. [4]. The dimensionless time instants (t⇤)
at which the fields refer are indicated on top of each panel. We remark that the experiments are
realised in a square geometry, whereas the simulations are performed in wider domains (aspect
ratio ⇡/2). Therefore, for better comparison, only a portion of the numerical domain having uni-
tary aspect ratio is reported. The desired initial position of the interface (located at z = H/2, i.e.
z
⇤ =Ra /2) is also shown as a dashed black line. See also the movie, Movie S1, in the Supplemental

Material [40] for a comparison of the time-dependent evolution of the concentration fields in the
experiment and in the simulation.

wavenumbers (Sec. III C), comparing vis-á-vis experimental observations against numerical291

simulations [4, 23]. The datasets analyzed in the present study have been deposited in [39].292

A. Flow phenomenology293

To analyze in detail the flow phenomenology, we report in Fig. 4 the time-dependent294

dimensionless concentration field (C⇤) obtained experimentally (4a-d) and numerically [4]295

(4e-h). The experiment (E4 in Tab. I,Ra = 19789) is compared against numerical simula-296

tions performed at similar Rayleigh number,Ra = 19953: We consider this value because it297

is large enough to observe all the main phases of the mixing process for a significant amount298

of time. On top of each panel, the dimensionless time instants (t⇤) at which the fields are299

taken are provided.300

The concentration field is initially in an unstable configuration (Fig. 4a,e) with the heavy301
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Mixing length evolutionDe Paoli et al.

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the dimensionless mixing length, h⇤(t⇤) (solid lines), for all the values of
the global Rayleigh number considered in this study (and explicitly indicated next to each curve).
The evolution of the system, initially controlled by di↵usion, nicely follows the analytical solution,
h
⇤ ⇡ (1�2")

p
4⇡t⇤ [Eq. (20), dashed blue line]. The intermediate phase, dominated by convection,

exhibits the anomalous scaling h
⇤ ⇠ (t⇤)1.2 first observed by De Paoli et al. [4].

like structures marks the beginning of the convection-dominated phase, more persistent in382

time compared to the initial di↵usive stage. In this phase, fingers grow, merge and finally383

reach the horizontal boundaries of the cell. The measurements reported in this work reveal384

that the mixing length grows more than linearly in time, in close agreement with previous385

simulations (namely, h⇤ ⇠ (t⇤)1.208, [4, 5]). This scaling is anomalous: It is not expected386

in two-dimensional porous media convection, where a linear evolution of the mixing length387

with time is predicted as a result of the balance between buoyancy (i.e., convection) and388

friction (i.e. dissipation due to viscosity). The occurrence of a linear growth would imply an389

asymptotic velocity of the finger tips, which determines also the growth rate of the mixing390

length, equal to the buoyancy velocity U , defined as in Eq. (2). We remind the reader that391

U can be interpreted as the velocity at which the contribution of buoyancy (g�⇢k) balances392

the dissipation (µ).393

The superlinear evolution of the mixing length we observe, can be ascribed to multiple394

reasons: (i) the simulated time is not su�ciently large to achieve the asymptotic regime, or395

(ii) theRa number of the system is too low, and the e↵ect of di↵usion is still dominant. We396

speculate that in the present case a combination of these two e↵ects controls the evolution397

of the flow. Initially, the fluid accelerates from zero velocity, and this corresponds to a finite-398

time e↵ect. At a later stage, when the initial condition has been absorbed by the system399

and fluid velocity is non-zero, the finite-size (i.e., finite-Ra) e↵ect comes into play, via the400

domain boundaries. This non-linear behaviour seems indeed to vanish at higherRa numbers401

[6], but in absence of boundaries. We remark here that a linear growth of the mixing length402

has been observed numerically [28], but only in the limit of lower Rayleigh numbers, namely403

Ra ⇡ 4 ⇥ 103. For these values ofRa, also previous numerical simulations [4] and present404

experiments do not exhibit a clear superlinear behaviour. In addition, the experimental405
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FIG.1.(a)Sketchofthecomputationaldomainwithexplicitindicationoftheboundaryconditions.
ThecontourmapofthesoluteconcentrationC(x,z,t̃)foragiventimeinstantt=t̃isalsoshownto
provideaqualitativepictureofthedynamicsforthepresentphysicalconfiguration.(b)Horizontallyaveraged
concentrationprofileC(z,t̃)atthesametimeinstantt̃consideredin(a).Theinstantaneousmixinglengthhis
explicitlyindicatedastheextensionofthetip-to-rearfingerregion(dashedlines).

notexplicitlyappearinginthegoverningequations(7)–(9),thisparameterentersthepictureasthe
dimensionlessheightofthedomain.

Impermeableboundaryconditions(i.e.,no-fluxconditions)forbothfluidandsoluteareimposed
atthetopandbottomhorizontalboundaries,whereasperiodicityisappliedatthesideboundaries
(alongx).Indimensionlessform,theseboundaryconditionsbecome

w=0,
!C
!z

=0forz=0,z=Ra0.(11)

AkeyquantitythatisusuallyintroducedtodescribethedynamicsofRTinstabilityisthe
mixinglengthh![5,27,42,43],whichrepresentstheaveragecrest-to-throatdistanceofthedeformed
liquid-liquidinterface.Thisquantitycanbedefinedbasedonthelocal[43](i.e.,threshold)or
global[44](i.e.,integral)valueoftheconcentrationfieldC(x,z,t).FollowingDeWit[43],we
identifythedimensionlessmixinglengthhastheregionwhere"<C(z,t)<1"",withC(z,t)=
1/L

!L
0C(x,z,t)dxtheconcentrationfieldaveragedalongthehorizontaldirectionx,"=10"2

asmalltoleranceparameter,andL=L!/#!thedimensionlesslayerextensioninthehorizontal
directionx.FurtherdetailsonalternativedefinitionsofthemixinglengthareprovidedinSec.IV.
NotethatalocalRayleighnumber(alsocalledmixing,effective,orcurrentRayleighnumber)can
bedefinedusingh!(ratherthanH!)asthereferencelength:

Ra=
g$%!kh!

µ&D
=

h!

#!=h.(12)

ValuesofthelocalRayleighnumberrangebetween0!Ra!Ra0,withthisparameterbeing
convenientlyintroducedtocomparesystemsthatmightbegloballydifferent,butlocallysimilar,
sincetheyarecharacterizedbythesameextensionofthemixingregion(i.e.,sameh).Asketchof
thecomputationaldomainisshowninFig.1(a)togetherwithaninstantaneouscontourmapofthe
concentrationfieldatagivenRa0soastogiveaflavoroftheevolutionoftheflow[Fig.1(a)]and
oftheflowparameters[Fig.1(b)].

Thegoverningequations(7)–(9)havebeensolvedwithapseudospectralChebyshev-Taumethod
employingadiscreteFouriertransforminthehorizontaldirectionandChebyshevpolynomialsin
theverticaldirection[24,40,45].Weperformednumericalsimulationsfordifferentvaluesofthe
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the computational domain with explicit indication of the boundary conditions.
The contour map of the solute concentration C(x, z, t̃ ) for a given time instant t = t̃ is also shown to
provide a qualitative picture of the dynamics for the present physical configuration. (b) Horizontally averaged
concentration profile C(z, t̃ ) at the same time instant t̃ considered in (a). The instantaneous mixing length h is
explicitly indicated as the extension of the tip-to-rear finger region (dashed lines).

not explicitly appearing in the governing equations (7)–(9), this parameter enters the picture as the
dimensionless height of the domain.

Impermeable boundary conditions (i.e., no-flux conditions) for both fluid and solute are imposed
at the top and bottom horizontal boundaries, whereas periodicity is applied at the side boundaries
(along x). In dimensionless form, these boundary conditions become

w = 0,
!C
!z

= 0 for z = 0, z = Ra0. (11)

A key quantity that is usually introduced to describe the dynamics of RT instability is the
mixing length h! [5,27,42,43], which represents the average crest-to-throat distance of the deformed
liquid-liquid interface. This quantity can be defined based on the local [43] (i.e., threshold) or
global [44] (i.e., integral) value of the concentration field C(x, z, t ). Following De Wit [43], we
identify the dimensionless mixing length h as the region where " < C(z, t ) < 1 " ", with C(z, t ) =
1/L

! L
0 C(x, z, t )dx the concentration field averaged along the horizontal direction x, " = 10"2

a small tolerance parameter, and L = L!/#! the dimensionless layer extension in the horizontal
direction x. Further details on alternative definitions of the mixing length are provided in Sec. IV.
Note that a local Rayleigh number (also called mixing, effective, or current Rayleigh number) can
be defined using h! (rather than H!) as the reference length:

Ra = g$%!kh!

µ&D
= h!

#! = h. (12)

Values of the local Rayleigh number range between 0 ! Ra ! Ra0, with this parameter being
conveniently introduced to compare systems that might be globally different, but locally similar,
since they are characterized by the same extension of the mixing region (i.e., same h). A sketch of
the computational domain is shown in Fig. 1(a) together with an instantaneous contour map of the
concentration field at a given Ra0 so as to give a flavor of the evolution of the flow [Fig. 1(a)] and
of the flow parameters [Fig. 1(b)].

The governing equations (7)–(9) have been solved with a pseudospectral Chebyshev-Tau method
employing a discrete Fourier transform in the horizontal direction and Chebyshev polynomials in
the vertical direction [24,40,45]. We performed numerical simulations for different values of the
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Mixing length evolution
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FIG.1.(a)Sketchofthecomputationaldomainwithexplicitindicationoftheboundaryconditions.
ThecontourmapofthesoluteconcentrationC(x,z,t̃)foragiventimeinstantt=t̃isalsoshownto
provideaqualitativepictureofthedynamicsforthepresentphysicalconfiguration.(b)Horizontallyaveraged
concentrationprofileC(z,t̃)atthesametimeinstantt̃consideredin(a).Theinstantaneousmixinglengthhis
explicitlyindicatedastheextensionofthetip-to-rearfingerregion(dashedlines).

notexplicitlyappearinginthegoverningequations(7)–(9),thisparameterentersthepictureasthe
dimensionlessheightofthedomain.

Impermeableboundaryconditions(i.e.,no-fluxconditions)forbothfluidandsoluteareimposed
atthetopandbottomhorizontalboundaries,whereasperiodicityisappliedatthesideboundaries
(alongx).Indimensionlessform,theseboundaryconditionsbecome

w=0,
!C
!z

=0forz=0,z=Ra0.(11)

AkeyquantitythatisusuallyintroducedtodescribethedynamicsofRTinstabilityisthe
mixinglengthh![5,27,42,43],whichrepresentstheaveragecrest-to-throatdistanceofthedeformed
liquid-liquidinterface.Thisquantitycanbedefinedbasedonthelocal[43](i.e.,threshold)or
global[44](i.e.,integral)valueoftheconcentrationfieldC(x,z,t).FollowingDeWit[43],we
identifythedimensionlessmixinglengthhastheregionwhere"<C(z,t)<1"",withC(z,t)=
1/L

!L
0C(x,z,t)dxtheconcentrationfieldaveragedalongthehorizontaldirectionx,"=10"2

asmalltoleranceparameter,andL=L!/#!thedimensionlesslayerextensioninthehorizontal
directionx.FurtherdetailsonalternativedefinitionsofthemixinglengthareprovidedinSec.IV.
NotethatalocalRayleighnumber(alsocalledmixing,effective,orcurrentRayleighnumber)can
bedefinedusingh!(ratherthanH!)asthereferencelength:

Ra=
g$%!kh!

µ&D
=

h!

#!=h.(12)

ValuesofthelocalRayleighnumberrangebetween0!Ra!Ra0,withthisparameterbeing
convenientlyintroducedtocomparesystemsthatmightbegloballydifferent,butlocallysimilar,
sincetheyarecharacterizedbythesameextensionofthemixingregion(i.e.,sameh).Asketchof
thecomputationaldomainisshowninFig.1(a)togetherwithaninstantaneouscontourmapofthe
concentrationfieldatagivenRa0soastogiveaflavoroftheevolutionoftheflow[Fig.1(a)]and
oftheflowparameters[Fig.1(b)].

Thegoverningequations(7)–(9)havebeensolvedwithapseudospectralChebyshev-Taumethod
employingadiscreteFouriertransforminthehorizontaldirectionandChebyshevpolynomialsin
theverticaldirection[24,40,45].Weperformednumericalsimulationsfordifferentvaluesofthe
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the computational domain with explicit indication of the boundary conditions.
The contour map of the solute concentration C(x, z, t̃ ) for a given time instant t = t̃ is also shown to
provide a qualitative picture of the dynamics for the present physical configuration. (b) Horizontally averaged
concentration profile C(z, t̃ ) at the same time instant t̃ considered in (a). The instantaneous mixing length h is
explicitly indicated as the extension of the tip-to-rear finger region (dashed lines).

not explicitly appearing in the governing equations (7)–(9), this parameter enters the picture as the
dimensionless height of the domain.

Impermeable boundary conditions (i.e., no-flux conditions) for both fluid and solute are imposed
at the top and bottom horizontal boundaries, whereas periodicity is applied at the side boundaries
(along x). In dimensionless form, these boundary conditions become

w = 0,
!C
!z

= 0 for z = 0, z = Ra0. (11)

A key quantity that is usually introduced to describe the dynamics of RT instability is the
mixing length h! [5,27,42,43], which represents the average crest-to-throat distance of the deformed
liquid-liquid interface. This quantity can be defined based on the local [43] (i.e., threshold) or
global [44] (i.e., integral) value of the concentration field C(x, z, t ). Following De Wit [43], we
identify the dimensionless mixing length h as the region where " < C(z, t ) < 1 " ", with C(z, t ) =
1/L

! L
0 C(x, z, t )dx the concentration field averaged along the horizontal direction x, " = 10"2

a small tolerance parameter, and L = L!/#! the dimensionless layer extension in the horizontal
direction x. Further details on alternative definitions of the mixing length are provided in Sec. IV.
Note that a local Rayleigh number (also called mixing, effective, or current Rayleigh number) can
be defined using h! (rather than H!) as the reference length:

Ra = g$%!kh!

µ&D
= h!

#! = h. (12)

Values of the local Rayleigh number range between 0 ! Ra ! Ra0, with this parameter being
conveniently introduced to compare systems that might be globally different, but locally similar,
since they are characterized by the same extension of the mixing region (i.e., same h). A sketch of
the computational domain is shown in Fig. 1(a) together with an instantaneous contour map of the
concentration field at a given Ra0 so as to give a flavor of the evolution of the flow [Fig. 1(a)] and
of the flow parameters [Fig. 1(b)].

The governing equations (7)–(9) have been solved with a pseudospectral Chebyshev-Tau method
employing a discrete Fourier transform in the horizontal direction and Chebyshev polynomials in
the vertical direction [24,40,45]. We performed numerical simulations for different values of the
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FIG. 6. Time taken by the fingers to reach the horizontal boundaries (t⇤s) as a function of Ra.
Experimental (present work) and numerical [4] results are reported as open (�) and filled symbols
(⌅), respectively. The best-fitting power law for present results (red dashed line) is 9.64⇥Ra

0.80,
in excellent agreement with numerical findings (14.98 ⇥Ra

0.78, black dashed line). Experimental
results correspond to the mean values obtained for several flow realisations at fixedRa.

to capture the initial development of the flow is lower due to the setup used, and numer-453

ical simulations should be considered as more reliable to investigate this stage of the flow454

evolution.455

C. Wavenumbers456

The flow dynamics is complex and characterised by a continuous change of the fluid-fluid457

interface position. To provide a quantitative estimate of the flow topology evolution, we458

analyze here the number of fingers and the wavenumbers at the centerline of the domain459

(z⇤ = H
⇤
/2). The process of flow analysis is illustrated in Fig. 7, where an experiment460

at Ra = 5.43 ⇥ 104 is considered for reference. First, we build the space time map at the461

centerline, where the interface is initially located, i.e. we report in Fig. 7(a) the contour of the462

time-dependent dimensionless concentration field, C⇤(x⇤
, z

⇤ =Ra /2, t⇤). The simplest way463

to define the number of structures in the system is to count the upwarding and downwarding464

fingers. To this aim, the spacetime map is first binarised [ bC(x⇤
, z

⇤ =Ra /2, t⇤), Fig. 7(b)]465

with respect to a threshold value corresponding to the mean concentration (C⇤ = 1/2),466

and then the number of fingers is counted [Fig. 7(c)]. The process is iterated during the467

entire flow evolution, and the number of fingers, N(t), is computed as the number of regions468

with di↵erent binarized concentration values [Fig. 7(d), black line]. Due to noise in the469

experimental measurements, spurious fluctuations of the concentration field may occur. To470

avoid counting these as fingers, we discarded contiguous regions of the binarized map that are471

smaller than 4 pixel (corresponding to a physical length of 350 µm). We observe in Fig. 7(d)472

that this threshold is extremely sensitive to variations of the concentration field, i.e. it473

appears to fluctuate without an apparent physical reason. A more robust characterization474

of the flow topology is provided by the wavenumbers associated with the power spectra of475
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WavenumberDe Paoli et al.

FIG. 8. (a) Experimental measurements. The evolution of the power-averaged mean wavenumber,
hki (defined in Eq. (21), main panel), and the corresponding finger number hNi (inset). (b) Com-
parison of experimental (solid lines) and numerical ([23], dashed lines) measurements. For ease of
reading, three values of Rayleigh number are used to compare the behaviour of hki.

A comparison of the number of fingers measured in the experiments is reported in the inset487

of Fig. 8(a). In general, all the experiments are characterized by a similar dynamics. The488

number of fingers, initially low, increases up to a maximum value. Afterwards, the fingers489

start to merge and increase in size. This phase, which is also visible from the spacetime maps490

in Fig. 7(a-b), may start earlier at lowRa and later at highRa, spanning a relatively long491

interval (103  t
⇤  104) in Fig. 8(a). During growth, hNi appears to decrease in time at the492

same rate for allRa considered. This universal behaviour is more apparent when the results493

are compared in terms of mean wavenumber hki (main panel of Fig. 8a). After entering the494

convection-dominated regime, all curves exhibit the same trend. A first observation is that495

the merging rate of the fingers is in agreement with the scaling hki ⇠ (t⇤)�0.6 reported in496

numerical simulations [23]. In contrast, the behaviour is di↵erent during the di↵usive phase,497

when the wavenumber is clearly dependent onRa.498

In Fig. 8(b), we compare present results (solid lines) against previous numerical findings499

[23] (dashed lines). For ease of reading, only three values ofRa number are considered. Two500

di↵erences are apparent: (i) unlike experiments, simulations [23] have been performed on501

domains of constant dimensionless width (namely, 19953), and (ii) to make reliable compar-502

isons among di↵erent Rayleigh numbers, the same initial perturbation has been employed,503

thus making the early stage flow evolution also universal and independent ofRa. This high-504

lights again a possible limitation of the experimental procedure employed, which makes it505

hard to precisely control the initial flow conditions. As a result, the initial phase is char-506

acterised by large discrepancies between numerical and experimental results (Fig. 8b). In507

the late stage of the flow dynamics, numerical and experimental measurements are in fair508

agreement. As a side note, we remark that present results, shown in terms of wavenumbers509

associated with the concentration field, are compare against the simulations of De Paoli et al.510

[23], where the power spectra where obtained from the scalar dissipation fields. However,511

even the experimentally-measured merging rate is well described by the same scaling law,512

t
�0.6. Present results are in fair agreement with previous experimental findings [28, 46], in513

which the wavenumber is observed to evolve according to (t⇤)�1/2. This scaling has been also514

derived analytically [24, 46] assuming that the fingers are slender, so that vertical derivatives515

(e.g., di↵usion of solute) are negligible compared to the horizontal ones. In the frame of this516
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De Paoli et al. III RESULTS

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the dimensionless mixing length, h⇤(t⇤) (solid lines), for all the values of
the global Rayleigh number considered in this study (and explicitly indicated next to each curve).
The evolution of the system, initially controlled by di↵usion, nicely follows the analytical solution,
h
⇤ ⇡ (1�2")

p
4⇡t⇤ [Eq. (20), dashed blue line]. The intermediate phase, dominated by convection,

exhibits the anomalous scaling h
⇤ ⇠ (t⇤)1.2 first observed by De Paoli et al. [4].

like structures marks the beginning of the convection-dominated phase, more persistent in
time compared to the initial di↵usive stage. In this phase, fingers grow, merge and finally
reach the horizontal boundaries of the cell. The measurements reported in this work reveal
that the mixing length grows more than linearly in time, in close agreement with previous
simulations (namely, h⇤ ⇠ (t⇤)1.208, [4, 5]). This scaling is anomalous: It is not expected
in two-dimensional porous media convection, where a linear evolution of the mixing length
with time is predicted as a result of the balance between buoyancy (i.e., convection) and
friction (i.e. dissipation due to viscosity). The occurrence of a linear growth would imply an
asymptotic velocity of the finger tips, which determines also the growth rate of the mixing
length, equal to the buoyancy velocity U , defined as in Eq. (2). We remind the reader that
U can be interpreted as the velocity at which the contribution of buoyancy (g�⇢k) balances
the dissipation (µ).

The superlinear evolution of the mixing length we observe, can be ascribed to multiple
reasons: (i) the simulated time is not su�ciently large to achieve the asymptotic regime, or
(ii) theRa number of the system is too low, and the e↵ect of di↵usion is still dominant. We
speculate that in the present case a combination of these two e↵ects controls the evolution
of the flow. Initially, the fluid accelerates from zero velocity, and this corresponds to a finite-
time e↵ect. At a later stage, when the initial condition has been absorbed by the system
and fluid velocity is non-zero, the finite-size (i.e., finite-Ra) e↵ect comes into play, via the
domain boundaries. This non-linear behaviour seems indeed to vanish at higherRa numbers
[6], but in absence of boundaries. We remark here that a linear growth of the mixing length
has been observed numerically [28], but only in the limit of lower Rayleigh numbers, namely
Ra ⇡ 4 ⇥ 103. For these values ofRa, also previous numerical simulations [4] and present
experiments do not exhibit a clear superlinear behaviour. In addition, the experimental
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FIG. 4. Evolution in time of the mixing length h (symbols) for all the values of the global Rayleigh number
Ra0 (explicitly indicated next to each curve) considered in this study. The proposed fitting (red solid line) and
the scaling laws (triangles) are also shown for comparison: During the diffusive stage h ! t1/2, whereas during
the asymptotic nonlinear convective stage h ! t! , with ! = 1.208 ± 0.008 (superlinear scaling). To emphasize
the proposed scaling law for the mixing length in the asymptotic nonlinear convective stage, a plot of h/t1.2 is
also shown in the inset.

stepwise profile, follows the analytical solution for the purely diffusive case

C(z, t ) = 1
2 [1 + erf(" )], (15)

where " = (z " Ra0 /2)/
#

4t . The corresponding mixing length, computed as explained in Sec. II,
becomes

h(t ) = z2 " z1 = "2
#

4t erf"1(2# " 1) (16)

$
#

4$ (1 " 2#)
#

t !
#

t . (17)

This theoretical behavior fits nicely the results of the numerical simulations during the initial stage
(see Fig. 4). A similar trend was recently observed by Gopalakrishnan et al. [5] in the same flow
configuration analyzed here. This trend was also recovered for the case of RT instability in pure
fluids and assuming different initial conditions by Biferale et al. [46].

After the initial stage dominated by diffusion, perturbations grow and the flow enters a long stage
dominated by convection and characterized by the appearance and corresponding development of
fingers (see also the description of the flow phenomenology provided in Sec. III A). A trend based
on data fitting has been proposed by Gopalakrishnan et al. [5], who found a linear scaling for
the growth of the mixing length in the convective stage. In this work, we are also able to come
to a more precise estimate of this scaling. We notice that the asymptotic behavior of the mixing
length (i.e., the behavior for t > 104, which can be attained only for Ra0 > 4 % 103) is apparently
universal but superlinear, being approximated by the power law h ! t! , with ! = 1.208 ± 0.008.
Therefore, to emphasize the robustness of the proposed scaling in the nonlinear convective stage,
we compute the quantity h/t1.2. Results are shown in the inset of Fig. 4. As expected, the rescaled
mixing length h/t1.2 relaxes onto an horizontal plateau, clearly indicating the attainment of such an
asymptotic regime. We have extensively tested the proposed scaling also changing the aspect ratio
of the domain in the range $/4 ! L/ Ra0 ! $/2 to be sure that this result is not influenced by the
domain size [47]. Note that there is an elusive region between the initial diffusion-dominated stage
and the final convection-dominated stage (103 < t < 104), during which the behavior of h slightly
depends on the value of Ra0 and cannot be easily parametrized.
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Future developments – pore-scale dynamics

Numerical and experimental 
investigation of pore-scale dispersion 

effects on convective dissolution
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